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The GASVESSEL project provides a novel, 
efficient and flexible method for transporting 
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). It introduces an 
innovative solution for manufacturing pressure 
cylinders that are 70% lighter than state-of-the-art 
alternatives. These superlight pressure cylinders 
enable new ship designs with much higher 
payloads and dramatically lower transportation 
costs per volume of gas. 

Where the exploitation of stranded, associated and 
flared gas is currently economically not viable, 
GASVESSEL brings a solution. As a cost-efficient 
and flexible CNG transport system that can unlock 
energy resources and decrease Europe’s 
dependence on a single supplier.

The GASVESSEL project focuses on:

Development and piloting of the lightweight 
pressure cylinders;
Finalizing the ship design based on the new 
pressure cylinders and including a gas on/off 
loading system;
Establishing proof-of-concept through a 
cost-benefit analysis, environmental 
evaluation and safety classification.

Where and how can the GASVESSEL concept 
provide added value? Three geo-logistic gas 
exploitation scenarios will be analysed:

East Mediterranean gas fields – enable 
supply of remote areas such as the Greek and 
Italian islands and Cyprus;
Black Sea region – flexible solution for early 
start-up of gas exploitation, before the planned 
pipeline will be finished;
Barents Sea offshore oil field – exploit gas 
associated to oil winning.

GASVESSEL has far-reaching benefits for 
Europe’s energy supply and oil & gas exploitation:

Securing Europe’s energy supply by 
diversifying supply routes;
Cost-efficient and flexible CNG transport up to 
2500 km: GASVESSEL is cheaper at lower 
volumes than gas transport via Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) ships and pipelines;
Opening up new supply routes to isolated gas 
consumers, such as Cyprus and the Greek 
islands – both new gas consumers;
Making the exploitation of stranded, flared and 
associated gas fields economically viable;
Promoting the use of natural gas as an energy 
source. Natural gas emits up to 60% less CO2 
than coal.
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